Zheer Elegance Fabric Cutting Procedure
1.

Fold Zheer Elgance fabric and pull it to the measurement of desired fabric ength with 2” extra and
cut it in the double layer condition. Remember always fold the fabric in the solid strip to ensure it is
in the opening position. 2” extra is to allow to have
room for trimming the unflashed fabric to the desired size. For example, 48” x 36” shade, cut folded
fabric length to be 50” in this step.

2. Rotate fabric 90°, have the measurement of
desired width with 2” extra and cut it. 2” extra width
is to have room for trimming the unflashed fabric to
the final width. For 48” x 36” shade, cut fabric width
to be 38”.

Fold fabric in solid strip

Add 2” extra in the fabric
length for the height

This is fabric width 108”

Add 2” extra
for width

Cutting line
Cutting line

3. This is important. Align the top layer solid strips
with the bottom layer solid strips from center of
the strip. It is an important step. Staple the edge
of both sides to prevent fabric sliding.

4. Cut fabric length with 1” extra to the desired
fabric length.

One staple per foot
Put magnet on the
top of fabric to
help make it flat

Cut fabric with 1” extra
as per final height of the
fabric

Staple on both edges
Cutting line

Align the solid strip on both top and bottom layer, Alignment starts from center of the strip

5. To square the fabric, trim off one side by appox
1/2” so that the fabric is perfectly 90 degree on
this side.

6. Now cut the other side of the fabric to the desired
fabric width.
Cut the fabric to the desired fabric width

Desired width

Trim off 1/2” to square the fabric

Note: Zheer elegance fabric is 108” width initially. You can make 1 or 2 or several shades in the same height.
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